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The unconditional, so named by Zaefferer (1991), in particular the alternative unconditional 

(AUC), is a construction that relates an antecedent set P to a consequent proposition q by 

asserting that q holds unconditionally of the question of which one of the members of P is 

true, where it is presupposed that the members of P exhaust all contextually relevant 

alternatives. In this paper, we analyze two AUC constructions in Hebrew (which we show 

share the characteristic properties of unconditionals in other languages), pointing to a number 

of theoretical issues raised by the Hebrew data for existing analyses of unconditionals. 
 

In the examples of this construction recently analyzed in the literature (English: Rawlins 

2008, 2013; Yucatec Maya: AnderBois to appear; European languages: Haspelmath and 

König 1998), the antecedent contains a disjunctive clause. The interpretation of AUCs, 

however, is conjunctive. For example, (1) can be paraphrased as If Maribel walks she will 

win the race and if she runs she will win the race. 
 

(1) Whether Maribel walks or runs, she will win the race.  
 

The antecedent in (1) has typically been interpreted as a question headed by the interrogative 

complementizer whether (Gawron 2001, Rawlins 2013). Although the construction is missing 

explicit marking of a conditional antecedent (i.e., if), it is interpreted as a conditional in 

accordance with the Lewis-Kratzer-Heim approach. The conjunctive meaning of (1) is 

derived by Rawlins (2013) using pointwise application of the conditional interpretation to 

each member of the question set of alternatives. This set, in turn, is generated by interpreting 

the disjunction or not as a logical connective, but as a union operator that collects alternatives 

(Alonso-Ovalle 2004 et seq., Simons 2005). 
 

In Hebrew, the AUC can have a disjunctive antecedent too, as illustrated in (2a), but it can 

also be expressed as in (2b), with a conjunctive antecedent. We show in the paper that both 

varieties have the characteristic properties of relational indifference, i.e., an implication that 

the truth of the main clause is independent of the resolution of the issue in the antecedent, and 

entailment of the main clause; Rawlins 2013.  
 

(2) a.      beyn        im maribel telex         o- taruc,     hi   tenacéax  b-a-taxarut 

    between  if   M          will.walk or-will.run she will.win   in-the-race 

      b.      beyn        im maribel telex         ve-beyn          im  hi    taruc, 

    between  if   M          will.walk  and-between  if    she  will.run 

    hi   tenacéax  b-a-taxarut 

     she will.win   in-the-race 

 Both: ‘Whether Maribel walks or runs, she will win the race.’  
 

With explicit conjunction and conditional marking, the Hebrew AUC (2b) is special and more 

transparent semantically than its cross-linguistic counterparts. We focus on this variant in our 

discussion. 
  

A. The contribution of im ‘if/whether’, unlike in English, is that of an if-clause connective 

(3) rather than an interrogative complementizer. It is clear in (2b) that im does not head 

alternative questions. 
 

(3) a. [[im]] =   λp. λq. must(p, q) 

     b. [[must(p,q)]] = ∀w (w∈MaxOS (MB ∩ p) → q(w)))  
 

B. The role of ve ‘and’. The conjunctive meaning of the construction is derived 

compositionally for (2b) using the ordinary meaning of and adjusted to connect two partly-



saturated conditionals as arguments. It conjoins them and abstracts over their consequent. 

(The modal, here a covert must, can be abstracted over in cases where the consequent 

contains an overt modal.)  
 

(4) [[ and
if  

]]( λq.must(p’, q) )( λq.must(p’’, q) ) = λq.must(p’, q) & must(p’’, q) 

(5) a.   [[if M. walks/runs]] = λq.must([[M. walks/runs]], q) 

b. [[if M. walks and
if
 if M. runs]] = λq.must([[M. walks]], q) & must([[M. runs]], q) 

c. [[ [if M. walks and
if
 if M. runs] [she wins] ]]    

      =  must([[M. walks]], [[M. wins]]) & must([[M. runs]], [[M. wins]]) 
 

C. The role of beyn ‘between’ is to introduce the presupposition that the alternatives in its 

scope exhaust the contextually relevant possibilities. This is a property of the preposition 

independently of the AUC. (6b) is infelicitous since 5 girls do not exhaust a domain of 15: 
 

(6) [To pick 3 girls out of a class of 15, one has to pick…] 

a.    axat me-xameš                 b.  #  axat mi-beyn          xameš 

       one  from-five                       #  one  from-between five   
 

It is also a general property of beyn that it either precedes a plurality of individuals (7a), or 

marks each member of the plurality separately in a conjunction (7b): 
 

(7) a.   beyn-enu    b.  beyn-i          ve-beyn-xa 

       between-us        between-me and-between-you 

   Both: ‘between us’ 
 

We propose that beyn places a presupposition of exhaustivity on a set of alternatives, passing 

its argument unmodified for further composition. In the case of a conjunctive antecedent, 

(2b), we assume that only the upper beyn is interpreted and that it has access to a structure 

that keeps track of all the alternatives that have been conjoined. 
 

Discussion. According to our analysis, two different mechanisms are at work in interpreting 

Hebrew AUCs. We argue that our analysis is superior to a unified analysis whereby all AUC 

varieties involve a question antecedent. Such a unified analysis would be ad hoc in treating 

the conjunction ve ‘and’ in (2b) as a set formation operation (identical to disjunction), not a 

propositional connective.  
 

We end by discussing the fact that although beyn is crucial to AUC semantics, it may be 

omitted in (2b) if replaced by appropriate intonation (separate main stress in the two if-

clauses), or by two cleft structures, as in (8):  
 

(8) Maribel  tenacéax  b-a-taxarut,  im ze be-halixa    ve-im-ze  be-rica 

Maribel  will.win   in-the-race,  if   it  in-walking  and-if-it  in-running  

‘Maribel will win the race, whether walking or running.’ 
 

Conclusion. We have proposed an account of Hebrew unconditionals that sheds new light on 

the exponents of unconditionality crosslinguistically. 
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